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MODELLING APPROACHES FOR RECOGNITION OF THE STRATEGIC
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Özel: Bilgiye ulaşmanın kolaylaşması erişilebilen bilgi
miktarını artırmıştır. Bilgi miktarında meydana gelen artış,
işletmelerin “Bilgi Yönetim Konsepti” ne geçmelerini zarnnlıı
kılmaktadır..Bıı makalede öncelikle Bilgi Teknolojileri’ nin
“Global İş Yönetimi” açısından rolüne değinilmiştir. İkinci
bölümde “Veri”, “Bilgi” ve “Değerli Bilgi” kavramları
açıklanmıştır: Üçüncü bölümde “Bilgi Yönetimi” kavramı
işlenmiş, son bölümde ise, Bilgi Yönetimi’ nin ifade ettiği
stratejik değerin belirlenmesinde kullanılan yöntemler ele
alınmıştır.

INFORMATION
GLOBAL

I. THE ROLE OF
TECHNOLOGIES (IT) IN
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Searches for global efficiency imply that the
organization must be able, within each relevant function,
to co — ordinate and consolidate its activity to achieve
available economies of scale. A. key requirement would
seem to be the collection of comparative performance
information from locations around the world to support
decisions on how effectively to allocate resources and
source requirements. This need may be facilitated by
building a global data network, collecting and providing
access to information which conforms to some globally
applied data standards [1].

Organizations often wish to go further, to
implement standard application systems worldwide, in
order to ensure the integrity of information, facilitate the

' transfer. of activities and people, and perhaps achieve
scale economies in systems development'and processing.
Conceptually, however, the base requirement is for the
definition and communication of standard data [1].

Expert systems and databases which codify or
provide accepted knowledge are likely to be derivatives of
a public good and of useful, but not often firm — specific,
value. Decision support tools which craft and make
available workable knowledge are likely to be more
private and thus compeiitively valuable. Transaction
processing systems which capture potential knowledge
and arrange it in databases are likely to be firm — specific
and continuously providing a source of strategic value [2].

II. WHAT IS INFORMATION?

Since the use of information and communication
technologies sis called data processing, information
processing and often as knowledge processing, this
suggests, data, information and knowledge are the same.
That is not surely like that, although contents of the term
information are still controversially discussed today. In
the following the connections between characters, data
and information are represented.

On the lowest level a large supply of different
characters is as base of all terms further settled above. If
the characters are assigned to an alphabet, one can speak
of data. The enrichment with additional context provides
the meaning for the data, so that information develops.

Schwarze defines information as indicated and
taken up components of knowledge. They are derived
from knowledge and should extend and ! or update the
recipient’s knowledge [3].

Information is each knowledge, which can be used
purpose - referred and which indicates decision and action
relevance. In order to be able to form information,
knowledge must be available, which represents a stock of
knowledge of action and experience relations. This is first
as subjective knowledge a mixture from intuition,
experience and judgement, according to objective, which
can extend and it can be transferred an objective
knowledge. Knowledge possesses thus a semantic level;
beyond this information possesses a pragmatic level [4].
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Example:

Character set: “l”, “7”, “0” and. “,”

Data: 1.70 _ _
Information: Foreign exchange rate: $ 1' = . DM 1.70

information

Information: context
Foreign exchange rate: $ 1 = DM 1.7

data

syntax
Data: 1.70

character

. character
Character set: “I”, “7”, “0” and. “,”

Figural: Relationships between levels of the term
hierarchy [5]

III. TARGETS and FUNCTIONS OF THE
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Information management is to be understood in of
following in very global sense as the quantity of all
activities, which have the data processing of a business
and its organization as a goal. Data processing can be
automated or not automated, both types are the subjects of
the information management. Information management is
not limited on executive fimctions, but it includes all
activities, which we traditionally relate to data processing
with a department in business [6].

Targets of the information management are real
objectives and formal objectives. The real objectives
describe the purpose of the information management; the
formal targets describe with which quality the real
objectives are to be achieved. General real objective of
the information management is to determine the
performance potential of the information function for the
achievement of the strategic targets of the organization
and to make this usable through supplying a suitable
information infrastructure.

The organization is regarded as a whole. General
formal target of the information management is the
rantability. The reaching of the real objective of the
information management is thus to take place in the long
run in such a way that with given costs of the information
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infrastructure the implemented use is maximum; or that
with a given use the costs of the information
infrastructure are insignificant ['i'].

The functions of the information management can
be divided in three groups.

These are:

. strategic functions,

. tactical functions and

o operational functions.

Strategic functions are related with decisions,
which determine the business on long time. These are
fundamental decisions, which determine the direction.
Strategic fimctions are essentially prognosis -, planning
and executive functions. Tactical functions are related
with decisions of medium - term consequence. In the
information management also administrative frmctions
and deveIOpment functions occur within this area apart
from planning functions. Operational functions require
fast decisions. Naturally they also require planning, but
this planning is for short term created and takes place
frequently only in our heads [5].

IV. THE STRATEGIC INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

In a manner similar to corporate strategic
management (i.e. the high —— level management of a
portfolio of business), strategic IT management is
concerned with the group — wide management of a
portfolio of IT resources and capabilities. This involves
many activities in common with strategic management,
such as; organizational mission and goal formulation,
formulation of strategies to achieve goals, strategy
implementation and strategic control [8].

Strategic information systems (SIS) is one in a
string of miracle cures offered up by the information
systems community to an increasingly wary audience of
senior managers and directors. SIS is one of the
alphabetic elixirs of information technology along side
Data Bank -Management Systems (DBMS), Decision
Support Systems (DSS), Executive Information Systems
(EIS) and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Unlike the others,
which foCused prirnarily on internal efficiency, the SIS
cure is usually targeted specifically at a frrm’s products,
customers, distribution channels or suppliers [9].

In order to be able to recognize the strategic value
of the application of information systems, different
models were developed.
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A. Benjamin ! Rockart — Model

-.Benjamin, Rockart suggest a matrix with four
fields, which differentiates on the one hand between the
meaning of the information technology for market
position and enterprise - internal operational sequence, on
the other hand between. the IS application for available
projects or processes and new business fields. Each
existing or planned information system of- an. enterprise
can be arranged in a quadrant of the matrix. -

To the first group belong the information systems,
which influence the market position of an enterprise by
modification of the products. The second group Contains
information systems which are based on technical
developments (e.g. CAD ! CAM systems) and which
involve fundamental modifications of internal operational
sequence. Information systems, which support available
market functions of the enterprise (e.g. information
systems for the support of the field service), are assigned
to the third group. If the support refers to available
internal function fulfillment processes, then these
information systems belong to the fourth group.

Market position Internal
operational
sequence

l 2New business—fields

Available products
and processes

Figure.2: Strategic Opportunities Framework [10]

B. Mcfarlan / Mckenney — Model

A discussion of the targets, the functions and the
methodology of the information management presuppose
first that one provides over the potential amount of
performance (performance potential) of the-information
function for the reaching of the strategic targets of an
organization clarity. '

If the performance - potential is little at the
moment and if it is prognosticated also for the future as
little, a little value of the information management results
from it. If the performance potential is large at the
moment and if it is prognosticated also for the future as
large, a substantial value of the information management
results from it. This thought is specified as follows
concerning the information management:

One differentiates between the attributes. present
and future (prognosticated). . performance development
potential of the information function as well as between
little and large to these attributes. Then the organization
types shown in figure three result.

McFarlan makes a classification after strategic
meaning of existing and future information systems: [l 1]

1. Support

Independently of the range of the data processing
budget, enterprises, whose daily transactions depend not
necessarily on perfect fimctioning of the data processing,
belong to this group. On the other hand the even systems
in the development do not indicate a strategic content. In
enterprises of this type itis thus inappropriate to bring the
management or the Top management into information
system planning. Accordingly, the data processing
department is anchored in such enterprises on a relatively
low leadership level.

2. Factory

The daily transaction of enterprises, which belong
to this group, depends in crucial measure on the services
of its data processing. Here, data processing failures can
lead to the collapse of the business activities. The
development concern maintenance of existing
applications or such systems, which are taken justified for
itself, however no contribution for the competitive ability
of the enterprise carry out. Data processing planning is
here essentially at short term oriented at operational
targets. In the focal point of planning, the service degree
and costs of the data processing are located,

3. Turnaround

With enterprises of this group the daily activities
do not hang in crucial measure of functioning the data
processing yet. Nevertheless are the works, which are in
the development, for the enterprise of critical interest.
According to this increasing meaning, both tcp
management and data processing users are to be
integrated strengthened into IS planning in enterprises of
this type.

4. Strategic

Here enterprises are to be arranged, in which the
daily transaction does not only depend crucially on
functionn the data processing, but also the current
system developments for the competitive ability of the
enterprise are substantial. In such enterprises a critical
function comes to information system planning, so that
the data processing department is high — ranking arranged
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in the enterpriSe hierarchy. The data processing executive
can be even a member of the management. -

Strategic impact Factory Strategic
of existing '
operating
systems

high

Support Tmnaround

Low

Low High
Strategic impact ofapplication deveIOpment portfolio ,

Figure.3: Position of Information Systems in various
types of companies [12]

C. THE COMPARISON
APPROACHES

The problems of the approach of Benjamin /
Rockarl: consists of it that in the reason each information
system can be arranged in one of the four fields, thus
strategic values would have [11].

OF THE TWO

The Approach is however suitable to point the
objective of existing or planned applications of the
information technology. T0 that extent it supplies
reference points regarding the meaning of existing or in
planning of applications present.

The model of McFarlan ! McKenney enables an
expression about it, at which stage of the use of
information systems an enterprise is. It is important now
to recognize that individual branches cannot be assigned
overall or others. Even related to the individual enterprise
it is possible that different divisions are in different
classes. Whether a special information system has
strategic significiance, is not to be decided with this
model. For this the information system must be referred to
the specific enterprise strategy.
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V. CONCLUSION
During the optimal use of the information as a

strategic sourced ' the user-fair representation ' of these
information plays an important role. The management
information system must offer the use that it enables a
focused discussion about important trends to the general
business development through the concentrated
representation of relevant information. As an example, it
can serve through its application in a Special discussion
platform for the support of team sessions. In a use with
monitor, this can be applied in the same way as assistance
for virtual teams. _

The realization of the strategic information
management concept and the Optirnal use of the
information require that the following barriers [13] in an
enterprise must be overcome:

Usage Barriers

Information management must create contexts, in
which the processed information is also actually used.
The personal work environment must support the
application of the new information and promote the
readiness for the use of information on individual and
collective platform

Myopia

The more an individual gets used to its daily tasks,
the harder it will usually be to recognize the meaning of
the latest information as well as exchanging this
information about the new possibilities for the function
firlfillment with colleagues. '

Cultural Barriers

Apart from the general inertia regarding the
application of previously trusted information, thereby
secret rules exist often, which blocks the use of the
external information. By the request and use of external
information the requesting person goes into a position of
vulnerability. He confesses a lack of knowledge through
which the other colleagues may underestimate him. The
manner, how and with whom he inquires the knowledge
prevents additional risks.
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